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the one, the only, the nin

The One The Only The Nin

By Riley Jensen P.1

When I am at my dads I enjoy Verb my bike. When I Verb my mind Verb . The point

of all of this information is where I end up Verb to. I go to my grandmothers but if I call her grammy or

grandma then she have my head! So all five of us grandchildren call her Nin. She is astoundingly nice.

Nin is a art teacher in Preposition but now she Verb a a special ED assistant in Location .

She has a cute little red ranch house in Scarbrough with a beautiful garden and big window boxes. Every

morning we Verb some kind breakfast. We always keep it simple. It consists of a muffin and a breakfast

sandwich. Then we start our wonderful day. We either go for a Verb Verb some historical

place in Location take a bike Verb got to the beach or go for a Verb in my Aunt

Noun Verb pool.

Noun hair is short and is dirty blonde. She Verb a colorful shirt and capris or jeans that are

always in fashion. She is super tall, around Number foot Number inches. She Verb a

maroon Subaru Outback that has been around Preposition Year Verb the earth. In her

free time she Verb the best art ever. She makes collages, sculptures, and paintings! She even sells

Preposition of



them. She has art portfolio that is so good. She does at least one page a week and has finished a journal this year.

The mostly consist of colleges and paintings of nature but no pets. Nin does NOT like animals and she never has.

The only reason she takes care of her friends cats is because she gets paid.

Nin and I do really fun stuff like Verb cool trails Verb new places and doing things that are fun

and exiting.
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